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INTRODUCTION
In this article we study the existence of monomial bases in spaces of
multilinear forms over Banach spaces. During the past years it has become
increasingly apparent that there are close relationships between the exis-
tence of monomial bases in spaces of polynomials, the reflexivity of such
spaces, and compactness or weak sequential continuity complete continu-
.ity of polynomials. Thus, for example, for reflexive Banach spaces with
w x 2 .bases E and F, Holub 17 has proved that reflexivity of L E = F is
U w xequivalent to compactness of all linear maps from E to F . Ryan 23
shows that when E and F have shrinking bases, the same condition
 U .compactness of linear operators E ª F is equivalent to the existence of
2 . w xa monomial basis in L E = F . Alencar 2 proved that for reflexive
Banach spaces with basis, the existence of monomial basis in the space of
homogeneous polynomials is equivalent to reflexivity of this space. Also,
wthe non-existence of monomial basis has been related in some cases 3, 7,
x `13 to the containment of a copy of l .
w xWe extend a result in 14 by applying the Gonzalo]Jaramillo indexes
w xand the estimates found in 24 concerning multilinear forms, and we use
mthis to give conditions for the existence of monomial basis in L E1
.= ??? = E , the space of m-linear forms over a product of Banach spaces.m
We begin by giving, in Section 1, a number of conditions including
compactness and weak sequential continuity, which are equivalent to the
existence of monomial bases. We apply these equivalences and the Gon-
zalo]Jaramillo indexes to the problem of existence of monomial bases in
spaces of multilinear forms over spaces with upper or lower p-bounds for
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sequences in Section 2, and in spaces of homogeneous polynomials in
Section 3. Some examples, applications and open problems are given in
Section 4.
1. MULTILINEAR FORMS AND MONOMIAL
SCHAUDER BASES
Throughout, E , . . . , E will be Banach spaces over the complex field,m1
 14  m4with Schauder bases e , . . . , e , respectively. For each i sn nG1 n nG1
1, . . . , m and for each n g N, eiU will denote the coordinate functional.n
m .We will denote by L E = ??? = E , F the space of all continuous1 m
m .m-linear mappings from E = ??? = E into F, and by L E = ??? = E1 m 1 m
m . m .we mean L E = ??? = E , C . We say that A g L E = ??? = E , F1 m 1 m
is compact if A maps the product of unit balls B = ??? = B into aE E1 m
relatively compact subset of F, and that A is weakly sequentially continu-
ous if A maps weakly convergent sequences in E = ??? = E into norm1 m
convergent sequences in F. The set of all compact m-linear mappings
m .from E = ??? = E into F will be denoted by K E = ??? = E , F and1 m 1 m
the set of all weakly sequentially continuous m-linear mappings will be
m  .denoted by L E = ??? = E , F .wsc 1 m
Ã  .The notation E = ??? = E = ??? = E means the m y 1 -product1 j m
of the spaces E , . . . , E , excluding the space E . The notation1 m j
 .  .A x , . . . , x , . . . , x for an m y 1 -linear form A is interpreted analo-Ã1 j m
gously.
m .Let A g L E = ??? = E , n g N, and 1 F k F m, we define1 m
5 5 k < 1 m < 5 i 5A s sup A x , . . . , x : x s 1 .n
k k kfor all i and x g e , e , . . . 5n nq1
5 5 5 5 k 4  .and A s sup A : k s 1, . . . , m . Also, if T g L E , F , we writen n i
i i5 5 5 5 5 5T s sup T x : x s 1, x g e , e , . . . . . 5n n nq1
 . m m .For each i , . . . , i g N we define B g L E = ??? = E by1 m i , . . . , i 1 m1 m
B s e1U ??? emU .i , . . . , i i i1 m 1 m
We consider in Nm the square ordering, described inductively by Ryan in
w x  w x.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .22 see also 11 : for m s 2, 1, 1 , 1, 2 , 2, 2 , 2, 1 , 1, 3 , 2, 3 , 3, 3 ,
 . my 1 m3, 2 , . . . ; and given the ordering s , s , . . . of N , the order in N is1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  4s , 1 , s , 2 , s , 2 , s , 1 , s , 3 , . . . . Thus the notation B means1 1 2 2 1 i , . . . , i1 m
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the sequence ordered in that way, and  m means a series with i , . . . , i .g N1 m
this ordering. On the other hand, ` ??? ` refers to an iterated sum.i s1 i s11 m
w x In 4 E is said to have the LBP property for Littlewood, Bogdanowicz,
.and Pelczynski if certain analytic functions can be uniformly approxi-
mated on bounded sets by polynomials of finite type. Accordingly, we say
mthat E = ??? = E has the m-LBP property if each A g L E = ??? =1 m 1
.  .E is approximable uniformly on the product of unit balls by finite sumsm
of products of linear functionals.
We come now to the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 1. Let E , . . . , E be Banach spaces with Schauder bases1 m
 14  m4e , . . . , e . Then the following are equi¨ alent:n n
 . m . 5 5i For all A g L E = ??? = E , A ª 0.n1 m
 . m . ` `ii For all A g L E = ??? = E , A s  ??? 1 m i s1 i s11 m
 1 m .  .A e , . . . , e B uniformly on the product of unit balls .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
 .  i 4iii For each i s 1, . . . , m, e is shrinking and E = ??? = En nG1 1 m
has the m-LBP property.
 .  4 m .iv B is a Schauder basis of L E = ??? = E .i , . . . , i 1 m1 m
 .  14 my 1v The basis e is shrinking, for all C g L E = ??? =n nG1 2
.5 5  my1 ..  my1E C ª 0 and L E , L E = ??? = E s K E , L Enm 1 2 m 1 2
..= ??? = E .m
 .  i 4vi For each i, j s 1, . . . , m, e is shrinking andn nG1
my 1 Ã UL E = ??? = E = ??? = E , E /1 j m j
my 1 Ã Us K E = ??? = E = ??? = E , E . /1 j m j
 .  i 4vii For each i, j s 1, . . . , m, e is shrinking andn nG1
my 1 Ã UL E = ??? = E = ??? = E , E /1 j m j
my 1 Ã Us L E = ??? = E = ??? = E , E . /wsc 1 j m j
 .  i 4viii For each i s 1, . . . , m, e is shrinking and there is a j gn nG1
my 1 Ã U my1 4  . 1, . . . , m for which L E = ??? = E = ??? = E , E s L E1 j m j wsc 1
Ã U .= ??? = E = ??? = E , E .j m j
 .  .  .Proof. We first see the equivalence between i , ii , and iii .
 .  .i « ii We use induction on m. For m s 1, the coordinate func-
tionals are a basis of EU if the basis of E is shrinking; so this is clear. For
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 1 m. 5 i 5m G 2, let x , . . . , x g E = ??? = E , x s 1 for all i and let « ) 0.1 m
 .Note that the equality in ii is true pointwise:
` `
U U1 m 1 1 1 m m mA x , . . . , x s A e x e , . . . , e x e .  .  . i i i i1 1 m m /
i s1 i s11 m
` `
1 m 1 ms ??? A e , . . . , e B x , . . . , x .   .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
i s1 i s11 m
so we have
N N1 m
1 m 1 m 1 mA x , . . . , x y ??? A e , . . . , e B x , . . . , x .  .   .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
i s1 i s11 m
N ` `1
1 mF ??? A e , . . . , e B    .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 mi s1 i s1 i s11 2 m
N N2 m
1 m 1 my ??? A e , . . . , e B x , . . . , x .   .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m /i s1 i s12 m
` ` `
1 m 1 mq ??? A e , . . . , e B x , . . . , x .    .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
i sN q1 i s1 i s11 1 2 m
N ` `1
1 ms ??? A e , . . . , e B    .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 mi s1 i s1 i s11 2 m
N N2 m
1 m 1 my ??? A e , . . . , e B x , . . . , x .   .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m /i s1 i s12 m
`
1 1 2 mq A x e , x , . . . , x . i i1 1 /
i sN q11 1
5 5  . The second term of the last sum is at most A 1 q K where K isN1
 14.the basis constant for e so we can choose N so that this term is lessn 1
than «r2. For this N we can choose N , . . . , N so that the first term of1 2 m
 .the last sum is less than «r2, since if i is valid for m-linear forms then it
 .is valid for m y 1 -linear forms and we can use the inductive hypothesis.
 .  .  .ii « iii Clearly ii implies that E = ??? = E has the m-LBP1 m
 j 4 Uproperty. In order to see that e is shrinking, let w g E andn nG1 i i
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m .A s w ??? w g L E = ??? = E . Suppose that for each i s 1, . . . , m,1 m 1 m
i i j j j5 5x g E , x s 1, and x g e , e , . . . , so we havei n nq1
` `
1 m 1 m< <A x , . . . , x s ??? w e ??? w e B x , . . . , x .  .  .  .  1 i m i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
i s1 i s11 m
` ` `
s ??? ??? w e ??? .   1 i1
i s1 i sn i s11 j m
1 mw e B x , . . . , x .  .m i i , . . . , im 1 m
` ` `
F ??? ??? w e ??? w e B . .  .   1 i m i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
i s1 i sn i s11 j m
Since the last of the above terms tends to 0 as n grows, it follows that
5 5 j 5 5  j 4A s w ª 0. Thus e is shrinking.n nj n nG1
 .  . m .  .iii « i Let A g L E = . . . = E ; let « ) 0. By iii there exist1 m
w j, . . . , w j g EU such that1 N j
N «
1 mA y w ??? w - . i i 2is1
5 5 k 5 j 5In order to prove that A ª 0, let M s max w : i s 1, . . . , N; j sn i
4 5 k 5 my 11, . . . , m and choose n g N such that w - «r2 NM for i sn0 i
j 5 j 51, . . . , N and n G n . Suppose that x g E , x s 1 for j s 1, . . . , m and0 j
k k kx g e , e , . . . , so we haven nq1
N
1 m 1 m 1 m< <A x , . . . , x F A y w ??? w x , . . . , x .  . i i /
is1
N
1 m 1 mq w ??? w x , . . . , x . i i
is1
N«





my 1q M s « . my 12 NMis1
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5 5 kThus, A - « if n G n . Since k is arbitrary, we have shown thatn 0
5 5A ª 0, and this completes the equivalence between the three firstn
items.
 .  .  .  .  4Now we prove ii « iv « i . Assume that ii holds so Bi , . . . , i1 m
m .spans a dense subspace in L E = ??? = E . But B are the1 m i , . . . , i1 m
coordinate functionals corresponding to the canonical basis of the projec-
Ã Ã  w x.tive tensor product E m ??? m E see 22 , so they form a basic se-1 m
 .quence. Then iv is valid.
 . m .Assume, now, that iv holds. Let A g L E = ??? = E and suppose1 m
j j k k k5 5that x g E , x s 1 for j s 1, . . . , m and x g e , e , . . . . Letj n nq1
 . m 4 mD s i , . . . , i g N : i G n . By the square ordering of N , D ;k 1 m k k
 . m  .  .4D s i , . . . , i g N : i , . . . , i G 1, 1, . . . , 1, n . Note also that if1 m 1 m
 .  1 m.i , . . . , i f D then B x , . . . , x s 0. Hence,1 m k i , . . . , i1 m
A x1 , . . . , x m s A e1 , . . . , em B x1 , . . . , x m .  .  .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
m .i , . . . , i gN1 m
s A e1 , . . . , em B x1 , . . . , x m .  .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
 .i , . . . , i gD1 m
s A e1 , . . . , em B x1 , . . . , x m . .  .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
 .  .i , . . . , i G 1, 1, . . . , 1 , n1 m
Therefore,
1 m 1 m< <A x , . . . , x F A e , . . . , e B ª 0. .   .i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
 .  .i , . . . , i G 1, 1, . . . , 1 , n1 m
5 5 k 5 5  .We conclude that A ª 0 for each k so A ª 0 and i holds.n n
 .  i 4We remark that it is clear that i implies that all the bases e aren nG1
5 5 my 1 .shrinking and also C ª 0 if C g L E = ??? = E , so we shouldn 2 m
 .  .prove only the second part of items between v and viii .
 .  my 1 ..Let us see that v holds. Let T g L E , L E = ??? = E and let1 2 m
m .  .A be the associated m-linear mapping in L E = ??? = E . By ii ,T 1 m
` `
1 mA s ??? A e , . . . , e B ,   .T T i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
i s1 i s11 m
so we have
` `
U U U1 1 2 m 1 1 2 mT x s ??? T e e , . . . , e e x e ??? e .  .   .  .i i i i i i1 2 m 1 2 m
i s1 i s11 m
uniformly for x1 g B . Thus T is a limit of finite rank operators and,E1
therefore, compact.
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 .  . m .We now prove that v « i . Let A g L E = ??? = E and let T be1 m
 my 1 ..the associated linear mapping in L E , L E = ??? = E . Note that1 2 m
for all n g N,
5 5 k 5 1 5 5 1 5a s sup A : k s 2, . . . , m s sup T x : x s 1 4 . 4n nn
5 51so we will prove that a ª 0 and that A ª 0. Let « ) 0. Since T isnn
1 1  1compact, there exist x , . . . , x in the unit ball of E such that T x g1 N 1
5 1 5 4.  1 .  . 1E : x s 1 ; D B Tx , «r2 . By v , for each x there is an1 1F jF N j j
 1.  1. 5 1 5n x g N such that if n G n x , Tx - «r2. Then for n G n sn0 j 0 j j 0
  1.4 5  1.5 1max n x we have that T x - « for all x with unit norm. Thus,n0 j
a ª 0.n
5 51 5 51 5 5It remains to prove that A ª 0. For this, note that A s T . Letn n n
1 5 1 5 1 w 1 1 x« ) 0 and take x g E such that x s 1, x g e , e , . . . , andn 1 n n n nq1
5  1 .5 5 5T x ) T y « for each n. Since the basis of E is shrinking, we havenn 1
 14  1 .that x converges weakly to 0, so by the compactness of T , T x ª 0.n n
5 5Therefore, T ª 0.n
 .  .  .  .  .  .The proof of ii « vi « i is similar to the proof of ii « v « i .
 .  .  .  .Finally, we prove ii « vii « viii « i .
my 1 Ã U .  .Suppose that ii holds. Let F g L E = ??? = E = ??? = E , E ,1 j m j
for arbitrary j s 1, . . . , m and take for each i s 1, . . . , m, i / j, a sequence
 i 4 ix converging weakly to x g E . We may suppose that all thesen nG1 i
 .sequences and their limits have norm at most 1. By ii ,
` `
U1 j m 1 j m j 1 1F y , . . . , y , . . . , y s ??? F e , . . . , e , . . . , e e e y ??? .Ã Ã .    / /i i i i i1 j m j 1
i s1 i s11 m
emU y m e jU .i im j
Ãuniformly in B = ??? = B = ??? = B . Let « ) 0 and let N , . . . , NE E E 1 m1 j m
such that
N1
1 j mF y , . . . , y , . . . , y y ???Ã . 
i s11
Nm «
U U U1 j m j 1 1 m m jF e , . . . , e , . . . , e e e y ??? e y e - . .Ã  / /i i i i i i i1 j m j 1 m j 3i s1m
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w1 j m i iÃ .for all y , . . . , y , . . . , y g B = ??? = B = ??? = B . Since x ª x ,Ã E E E n1 j m
we can choose n g N such that for all n G n0 0
N N1 m
U U U1 j m j 1 1 m m j??? F e , . . . , e , . . . , e e e x ??? e x e .Ã  .   / /i i i i i n i n i1 j m j 1 m j
i s1 i s11 m
N N1 m
U U U1 j m j 1 1 m m jy ??? F e , . . . , e , . . . , e e e x ??? e x e .  .Ã   / /i i i i i i i1 j m j 1 m j




5  1 m.  1 m.5So we have that F x , . . . , x y F x , . . . , x - « for n G n , and Fn n 0
is weakly sequentially continuous.
 .  .  .  .It is clear that vii « viii . We now prove that viii « i . Let A g
m . my 1L E = ??? = E and let F be the corresponding map in L E1 m 1
Ã U k. 5 5= ??? = E = ??? = E , E . Suppose that for some k, A ¢ 0, and takenj m j
 i 4« ) 0 and norm-one sequences x g E for i s 1, . . . , m, such thatn n iwk 1 m i<  . <  4x ª 0 and A x , . . . , x ) « . We may assume that x is weaklyn n n n nG1
 .Cauchy for all i / k , because in a Banach space with a shrinking basis
 4  4e , every bounded sequence x has a weakly Cauchy subsequence.n n
 U  .4Indeed, e x is Cauchy for all n, so the result is a consequence ofn k k G1
w x6, Lemma 2.7 . We must consider two cases to obtain a contradiction:
 . wa k / j. Since F is weakly sequentially continuous we may use 6,
x Lemma 2.4 modified for m-linear forms from a product of different
.spaces to see that
5 1 j k m 5F x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x ª 0.Ã .n n n n
Therefore
< 1 m < < 1 j k m j <A x , . . . , x s F x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x xÃ .  . .n n n n n n n
5 1 j k m 5F F x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x ª 0Ã .n n n n
and this is a contradiction.
 . w xb k s j. By 6, Corollary 2.5 , F maps weakly Cauchy sequences
 1 k m.into norm Cauchy sequences. Thus F x , . . . , x , . . . , x is a norm CauchyÃn n n
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U U 5 5sequence in E , so it converges to z g E , and z ª 0 because thenk k
basis of E is shrinking. Hence,k
< 1 m < < 1 k m k <A x , . . . , x s F x , . . . , x , . . . , x xÃ .  . .n n n n n n
5 1 k m 5F F x , . . . , x , . . . , xÃ . nn n n
5 1 k m 5 5 5F F x , . . . , x , . . . , x y z q zÃ . n nn n n
5 1 k m 5 5 5F F x , . . . , x , . . . , x y z q z ª 0.Ã . nn n n
Again, we have a contradiction, and this completes the proof.
We end this section with two corollaries and a few remarks.
COROLLARY 1. If the Banach spaces E , . . . , E all ha¨e unconditional1 m
shrinking bases, then either
 . m .a monomials form a basis of L E = ??? = E , or1 m
 . m . `b L E = ??? = E contains a copy of l .1 m
 .  .Proof. If a does not hold, by v of Theorem 1 either there is a
 my 1 .. my 1non-compact T g L E , L E = ??? = E , or a C g L E1 2 m 2
. 5 5= ??? = E with C not tending to zero. In the first case,nm
 my 1 .. `L E , L E = ??? = E contains l by a result of Diestel and Morri-1 2 m
w x  .son 8, Theorem 2 . In the second, by i of Theorem 1 monomials do not
my 1 .form a Schauder basis of L E = ??? = E ; the result follows by2 m
induction.
COROLLARY 2. If E , . . . , E are reflexi¨ e Banach spaces with Schauder1 m
m .bases, then L E = ??? = E is reflexi¨ e if and only if it has monomial1 m
basis.
w xProof. Holub 17 proved that if E and F are reflexive Banach spaces
 .  .  .with bases, then L E, F is reflexive if and only if L E, F s K E, F .
Holub's result and Theorem 1 yield the proof.
m .Remark. Give E , . . . , E such that L E = ??? = E has a mono-1 m 1 m
mial basis, one may wonder if it has a non-monomial basis as well. Another
w xresult of Holub 17 is that if X and Y are reflexive Banach spaces with
basis and their projective tensor product is not reflexive, then it has a
non-tensor product basis. If any of the spaces E , . . . , E is not reflexive,1 m
m . Xneither is L E = ??? = E for this contains copies of E . By a result of1 m i
w x m .Zippin 25 not all bases of L E = ??? = E can be boundedly com-1 m
plete; thus there is a non-monomial basis all monomial bases, being dual,
.are boundedly complete .
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2. m-LINEAR FORMS OVER SPACES WITH UPPER OR
LOWER p-BOUNDS
In this section we apply Theorem 1 to spaces with bounds for sequences.
We begin by recalling the necessary definitions of lower and upper indexes
w xof a Banach space E, introduced by Gonzalo and Jaramillo in 14 . A
 4  .sequence x in E is said to have an upper p-estimate 1 F p F ` if therei
is a positive constant C such that for every n-tuple of scalars a , . . . , a ,1 n
1rpn n
p< <a x F C a i i i /
is1 is1
w xThis is equivalent 15 to the sequence being weakly q-summable where
1rp q 1rq s 1.
A Banach space is said to have property S if every weakly nullp
semi-normalized basic sequence in E has a subsequence with an upper
p-estimate. Clearly property S implies property S for all r F p. Thep r
lower index of E is then defined as
l E s sup p G 1 : E has property S . 4 . p
In an analogous manner, but using lower q-estimates one obtains the
 .definition of property T with T implying T for all larger r , andq q r
u E s inf q G 1 : E has property T . 4 . q
w xWe refer to 14 for more on the Gonzalo]Jaramillo indexes, but we wish
 p.  p.to mention that for 1 - p - `, l l s u l s p.
It is well known that monomials form a Schauder basis in the space of
k-homogeneous polynomials over l p if k - p, and that when k G p,
k p. `P l contains a copy of l . Theorems 2 and 3 generalize these facts.
First, we require a lemma. The proof is modeled on the proof of Theorem
w x2.4 of 14 .
LEMMA. Let E , . . . , E , and F be Banach spaces such that1 N
1 1 1
q ??? q - .
l E l E u F .  .  .1 N
N .Then e¨ery A g L E = ??? = E , F is weakly sequentially continuous.1 N
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Proof. Choose p , . . . , p , q so that E has property S , F has prop-1 N i pi
erty T , andq
1 1 1
q ??? q - .
p p q1 N
 i 4 Take x ; E converging weakly but not in norm to 0 if convergence isn i
.also strong for some i, there is nothing to prove . We may extract
 i 4semi-normalized basic subsequences x with upper p -estimate. Thusf k . ii
for every i s 1, . . . , N, the map l p i ª E mapping e to x i is continu-i k f k .iN . N p1 pN .ous. Given A g L E = ??? = E , F define F g L l = ??? = l , F1 N
by
F e , . . . , e s A x1 , . . . , x N . .  .i i f  i . f  i .1 N 1 1 N N
 1 N .We shall see that y s A x , . . . , x is a sequence with an upperk f k . f k .1 N
 .y1 w x1rp q ??? q1rp -estimate. For this, it will be sufficient 15 to verify1 N
 .that y is weakly s-summable, wherek
y11 1
s s 1 y q ??? q . /p p1 N
U N p1 pN .But given any g g F , g (F g L l = ??? = l , and
1 1 1
q ??? q - F 1,
p p q1 N
w x  . so by 24 , we obtain that g y is s-summable. Since q - 1rpk 1
.y1  .q ??? q1rp , no subsequence of y can have a lower q-estimate. ButN k
 .if some subsequence of y were bounded from below in norm, since Fk
has property T we could extract a subsequence with a lower q-estimate.q
Thus y tend to 0 in norm. Since this can be done with any subsequence ofk
 i 4x , we obtain that A is weakly sequentially continuous at 0.n
 i 4 iSuppose now that x tends weakly to x . We will see by induction on Nn
 1 N .  1 N .that A x , . . . , x converges to A x , . . . , x in norm. For N s 1 this isn n
a consequence of the weak sequential continuity at 0 and the linearity of
 .A. Note that our hypothesis 1rp q ??? q1rp - 1rq and the first part1 N
of the proof allows the weak sequential continuity of the k-linear functions
 .  1 1 Nk - N obtained by fixing some variables in A. Now A x y x , . . . , x yn n
N . N  Ny1 Ny1x may be expanded to a sum of 2 terms 2 added and 2
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.  1 N . Ny2subtracted . By adding the subtracting A x , . . . , x 2 times we
obtain
A x1 y x1 , . . . , x N y x N .n n
s A x1 , . . . , x N y A x1 , . . . , x N . .n n
q A . . . , x i , . . . , x j , . . . y A x1 , . . . , x N . . . n
1
q A x1 , . . . , x N y A . . . , x i , . . . , x j , . . . , .  . . n
2
where if N is odd we have 2 Ny2 terms in  and 2 Ny2 in  , whereas if N1 2
is even we have 2 Ny2 y 1 in  and 2 Ny2 q 1 in  . In any case,1 2
5 1 N 1 N 5A x , . . . , x y A x , . . . , x . .n n
5 1 1 N N 5F A x y x , . . . , x y x .n n
5 i j 1 N 5q A . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . y A x , . . . , x . . n
which tends to 0 by our inductive hypothesis and the weak sequential
continuity of A at 0.
 i 4THEOREM 2. Let E , . . . , E be Banach spaces with shrinking bases e1 m n
and such that for some j
Ã1 1 1 1
q ??? q q ??? q - .Ul E l E l E u E .  . .  .1 j m j
Then the monomials B s e1U ??? emU form a Schauder basis ofi , . . . , i i i1 m 1 mm .L E = ??? = E .1 m
 .  .Proof. Just apply the lemma and equivalences iv and viii of Theo-
rem 1.
COROLLARY. Let E , . . . , E be reflexi¨ e Banach spaces with Schauder1 m
bases and such that for some j
Ã1 1 1 1
q ??? q q ??? q - .Ul E l E l E u E .  . .  .1 j m j
m .Then L E = ??? = E is reflexi¨ e.1 m
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Proof. The proof is as that of Corollary 1 of Section 1.
THEOREM 3. Let E , . . . , E be Banach spaces with unconditional shrink-1 m
ing bases, and such that for all j
Ã1 1 1 1
q ??? q q ??? q ) .Uu E u E u E l E .  . .  .1 j m j
m . `Then L E = ??? = E contains a copy of l .1 m
Proof. None of the E 's contain a copy of l1, for all have shrinkingi
bases. Thus they either contain copies of c or are reflexive. Those which0
contain copies of c have an infinite upper Gonzalo]Jaramillo index.0
Therefore the inequality in our hypothesis forces at least one of the E 's toi
be reflexive. Say E is reflexive. We havem
1 1 1
q ??? q ) .Uu E u E l E .  .  .1 my1 m
Choose p, q , . . . , q such that E has property T for i F m y 1, EU1 my1 i q mi
has property S , and 1rq q ??? q1rq s 1rp. Given the unconditionalp 1 my1
 j.shrinking bases e of E , by normalizing when necessary, we obtaini i j
weakly null seminormalized basic sequences from which we extract subse-
 .  j .quences with the same subindexes , such that e has a lower q -esti-n i ji
 mU .mate. Since E is reflexive, e is shrinking; thus in the same mannerm i i
 mU .as above we extract a subsequence e with an upper p-estimate.n iim .For each i g N define T g L E = ??? = E by settingi 1 m
T x1 , . . . , x m s x1 ??? x m . .i n ni i
In other words, T s e1U ??? emU. Given scalars a , . . . , a ,i n n 1 ni i
n n
1 ma T s sup a x ??? x i i i n ni i
j5 5is1 is1x F1
n
U1 my1 ms sup a x ??? x e i n n ni i i
j5 5 is1x F1
1rpn
p1 my1< <F D sup a x ??? x i n ni i /j5 5 is1x F1
1rpn
p1 my1< < < <F sup a D sup x ??? xi n ni i /ji 5 5 is1x F1
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1rq 1rq1 my1n n
q q1 my11 my15 5 < < < <F a D sup x ??? x ` n ni i /  /j5 5 is1 is1x F1
n n
1 1 my1 my15 5F C ??? C D a sup x e ??? x e `1 my1 n n n ni i i i
j5 5 is1 is1x F1
5 5F KC ??? C D a ,`1 my1
where K is the maximum unconditional basis constant of the bases of the
E 's. Thusi
n
5 5a T F C a . `i i
is1
On the other hand, for each k g N,
n
1 m< <a s a T e , . . . , e  .k i i n nk k /
is1
n




1 m5 5 < < 5 5 5 5a s sup a F sup e ??? e a T .` k n n i ik k
k k is1
Therefore there are constants C, CX such that
n
X 5 5 5 5C a F a T F C a ,` `i i
is1
m .and the closed subspace of L E = ??? = E spanned by the T 's is1 m i
m .isomorphic to c . Being a dual space, L E = ??? = E must also0 1 m
contain a copy of l`.
Note that the proof of the theorem remains valid as long as one has the
inequality for a given j, with a reflexive E . Also, it is not necessary for thej
basis of this E to be unconditional. An example in which the inequality ofj
2 2 .Theorem 3 is verified by some but not all j's is provided by L c = l .0
This space has a basis by Theorem 2.
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3. POLYNOMIALS OVER SPACES WITH UPPER OR
LOWER p-BOUNDS
Here we apply the results of the previous sections to spaces of polynomi-
 . mals over a Banach space E. The set D s i , . . . , i g N : i G i G ???1 m 1 2
4 mG i is given the ordering induced by the square ordering of N . Form
 .each i , . . . , i g D we will note by P the m-homogeneous polyno-1 m i , . . . , i1 m
mial
P x s B x , . . . , x .  .i , . . . , i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
 4  4and by the notation P we mean the sequence Pi , . . . , i i , . . . , i  i , . . . , i .g D1 m 1 m 1 m
ordered as above. We then have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach space with Schauder basis such that
 4 m .  4 m .B is a basis of L E . Then P is a basis of P E .i , . . . , i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
 4 m .  4Proof. Clearly, if B is a basis of L E then P spans ai , . . . , i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
m .dense subspace in P E . Since P are the coordinate functionalsi , . . . , i1 m
Ã associated with the basis of m E the m-fold symmetric projective tensorm , s
.  4product , they form a basic sequence. Consequently, P is a basis ofi , . . . , i1 mm .P E .
As simple consequences of this proposition, we have the following
analogues of Theorem 2 and its corollary.
THEOREM 4. Let E be a Banach space with shrinking basis such that
m y 1 u EU - l E . .  .  .
 4 m .Then P is a basis of P E .i , . . . , i1 m
COROLLARY. Let E be a reflexi¨ e Banach space with a basis such that
m y 1 u EU - l E . .  .  .
m .Then P E is reflexi¨ e.
Theorem 3 can also be proved for spaces of homogeneous polynomials.
As we have mentioned above, when m ) p the space of m-homogeneous
m p. `  w x.polynomials P l contains a copy of l see, for example, 1, 7, 13 . The
following theorem generalizes that result.
THEOREM 5. Let E be a Banach space with unconditional shrinking basis
such that
m y 1 l EU ) u E . .  .  .
m . `Then P E contains a copy of l .
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Proof. If we put E s E s ??? s E s E and q s ??? s q s q1 2 m 1 my1
U U m .in the proof of Theorem 3 we obtain T s e ??? e g L E , for the T 'si n n s ii im m m .  .  .w xare symmetric. Thus c ; T ; L E ( P E . Being a dual, P E0 i s
contains l`.
4. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
In this section we apply our results to several concrete Banach space
examples. In several cases, and particularly for the polynomial examples,
these results are known, with different proofs. One should consult, for
w xexample, 5, 2, 3, 7, 12, 13 . The Gonzalo]Jaramillo indexes used can be
w xfound in 14 .
p  .  p.EXAMPLE 1. l spaces 1 - p - ` . In this case one has l l s
 p.u l s p. Thus the following conditions are all equivalent:
 .a 1rp q ??? q1rp - 1.1 m
 . m p1 pm.b L l = ??? = l is reflexive.
 . m p1 pm.c L l = ??? = l has a monomial basis.
 . p1 my 1 p2 pm.d Every operator from l to L l = ??? = l is compact.
 .  .To see d « a , note that if
1 1
q ??? q G 1
p p1 m
the operator T defined by
`
1 2 m 1 mT x x , . . . , x s x ??? x .  .  n n
ns1
is not compact. As a consequence of Corollary 1 of Section 1, 1rp1
m p1 pm. `q ??? q1rp G 1 if and only if L l = ??? = l contains a copy of l .m
m p.In particular, if p ) m, P l has a monomial basis and is reflexive,
m p. `while if p F m, P l contains l .
EXAMPLE 2. Reflexive Orlicz spaces. If l M is a reflexive Orlicz space, it
w x  M .  M .has an unconditional shrinking basis 19 and l l s a , u l s b , theM M
upper and lower Boyd indexes. Thus we have
 . m M1 Mm.i If 1ra q ??? q1ra - 1, then L l = ??? = l hasM M1 m
monomial basis and is reflexive.
 . m M1 Mm.ii If 1rb q ??? q1rb ) 1, then L l = ??? = l containsM M1 m
l`.
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m M .For polynomials, if a ) m, P l has monomial basis and is reflex-M
m M . `ive, while if b - m, P l contains l .M
 .  .EXAMPLE 3. c and Tsirelson space. In these cases l c s u c s `,0 0 0
 1.  1.  .  .  U .  U . l l s `, u l s 1 and l T s u T s 1, l T s u T s ` we denote
. Uthe original Tsirelson space by T* . Since c , T , and T have shrinking0
 .bases and T is reflexive and its basis is unconditional , we have
 . m .i L c = ??? = c has monomial basis for all m,0 0
 . m U U .ii L T = ??? = T has monomial basis and is reflexive for all
m,
 . m . `iii L T = ??? = T contains a copy of l for all m G 2,
and analogous results hold for the corresponding spaces of homogeneous
polynomials.
pw x  pw x.  4EXAMPLE 4. L 0, 1 for 1 - p - `. Here l L 0, 1 s min 2, p , and
 pw x.  4 m p1w x pmw x.u L 0, 1 s max 2, p . For m s 2, L L 0, 1 = ??? = L 0, 1 never
verifies the inequalities of Theorems 2 and 3. If m ) 2, the inequality of
Theorem 3 may or may not be verified. In any case, it is easily seen that
m p1w x pmw x. ` 2L L 0, 1 = ??? = L 0, 1 always contains a copy of l , for l is
pw xisomorphic to a complemented subspace of L 0, 1 . In the same manner,
m pw x.  .the space of homogeneous polynomials P L 0, 1 m ) 1 contains a
copy of l`.
EXAMPLE 5. An application to tensor products. If E , . . . , E are1 m
reflexive Banach spaces with a basis, we have already mentioned Corollary
. w x m2 or Section 1 as a consequence of a result of Holub 17 , that L E1
.= ??? = E has a basis if and only if it is reflexive. In that case we knowm
my 1from Theorem 1 that every linear operator from E to L E = ??? =1 2
.E is compact. By transposing we then obtain that every linear operatorm
Ã Ã Ufrom E m ??? m E to E is compact. If we relate this to the2 m 1
Gonzalo]Jaramillo indexes we have the following result which generalizes
w x w xPitt's theorem 21 and a result of Pelczynski 20 .
PROPOSITION. Let E , . . . , E be reflexi¨ e Banach spaces with bases and1 m
such that for some j,
Ã1 1 1 1
q ??? q q ??? q - .Ul E l E l E u E .  . .  .1 j m j
Ã Ã U Then e¨ery linear operator from E m ??? m E to E is compact here the1 m j
.tensor products exclude E .j
In the case of l p spaces the converse is also true. Thus we have the
w xfollowing result which was communicated to us by Gamelin 12 . We have
w xsince learned that it has also been proved by Alencar and Floret 3 .
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p1 Ã Ã pm r .  .THEOREM Alencar]FloretrGamelin . E¨ery T g L l m ??? m l , l
is compact if and only if 1rp q ??? q1rp - 1rr.1 m
We end with some problems which we believe are still open:
m .1. Is it possible for L E = ??? = E to have neither monomial1 m
` basis nor a subspace isomorphic to l ? E , . . . , E with shrinking but1 m
.non-unconditional bases .
 4 m .2. We have observed that if B is a Schauder basis of L E ,i , . . . , i1 m
 4 m .then P is a Schauder basis of P E . Is the reciprocal true?i , . . . , i1 m
3. In the construction of monomial bases the ``square ordering''
seems all-important. Can a monomial basis be unconditional?
m . m U .4. For m ) 1 and E infinite dimensional, can P E and P E
both be reflexive? Consideration of the Gonzalo]Jaramillo indexes seems
to suggest a negative answer, but perhaps some stronger hypothesis is
required.
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